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Abstract The alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM) is a benchmark for solving convex programming problems with separable objective functions and linear constraints. In the literature it has been
illustrated as an application of the proximal point algorithm (PPA) to the dual problem of the model under
consideration. This paper shows that ADMM can also be regarded as an application of PPA to the primal model
with a customized choice of the proximal parameter. This primal illustration of ADMM is thus complemental
to its dual illustration in the literature. This PPA revisit on ADMM from the primal perspective also enables us
to recover the generalized ADMM proposed by Eckstein and Bertsekas easily. A worst-case O(1/t) convergence
rate in ergodic sense is established for a slight extension of Eckstein and Bertsekas’s generalized ADMM.
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1

Introduction

The augmented Lagrangian method (ALM) in [13,16] and the proximal point algorithm (PPA) in [15,18]
are two fundamental methods in optimization literature, and they are closely related. Consider a convex
minimization problem with linear constraints (the primal problem):
min{θ(u) | Cu = b, u ∈ U},

(1.1)

where θ(u) : Rn → R is a closed convex function (not necessarily smooth), C ∈ Rm×n , b ∈ Rm and
U ⊆ Rn is a closed convex set. Then, as analyzed in [17], the ALM for solving (1.1) is essentially an
application of PPA to the dual problem of (1.1).
The primal-dual relationship between ALM and PPA for (1.1) takes a splitting version of illustration
when a separable form of (1.1) is considered. More speciﬁcally, we consider
min{θ1 (x) + θ2 (y) | Ax + By = b, x ∈ X , y ∈ Y},

(1.2)

where θ1 (x) : Rn1 → R and θ2 (y) : Rn2 → R are closed convex functions (not necessarily smooth),
A ∈ Rm×n1 , B ∈ Rm×n2 , b ∈ Rm , X ⊆ Rn1 and Y ⊆ Rn2 are closed convex sets; and n1 + n2 = n.
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The solution set of (1.2) is assumed to be nonempty in our discussion. Then, it was elaborated in [5]
that when the Douglas-Rachford splitting method in [4, 14] which is actually a special splitting form of
PPA (see [5]) is applied to the dual problem of (1.2), the alternating direction method of multipliers
(ADMM) in [8, 9] which is a splitting version of the ALM is recovered. Hence, for either the generic
convex minimization model (1.1) or the separable form (1.2), PPA plays a crucial role in unifying several
benchmark algorithms. On the other hand, we notice that PPA’s central role has been highlighted mainly
in the dual context of convex programming problems, while discussion on its direct application to the
primal model (1.1) or (1.2) is less in the literature, see e.g., [7, 12].
Recently, ADMM becomes very popular and it has found many eﬃcient applications in a variety of
areas, see e.g., [3] and references cited therein. The main purpose of this paper is to show that ADMM can
be regarded as an application of PPA to the primal problem (1.2) with a customized choice of the proximal
parameter in metric form. This primal illustration is thus complemental to ADMM’s dual illustration
established insightfully in [5]. The primal illustration diﬀers from the dual explanation in [5] in two
aspects. First, our primal illustration simply focuses on customized choices of the proximal parameter
when PPA is applied to solve the primal model (1.2), while the dual explanation in [5] treats the dual
problem of (1.2) from operator splitting perspectives. Second, our analysis is based on a variational
reformulation of (1.2), while the analysis in [5] is based on a ﬁxed point reformulation of (1.2). Based
on the primal illustration, the generalized ADMM proposed in [5] can also be recovered easily. Then,
inspired by the convergence rate of the original ADMM established recently in [11], we establish a similar
worst-case convergence rate for a slight extension of the generalized ADMM in [5]. This is a theoretical
result absent in [5].
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review brieﬂy some useful preliminaries.
In Section 3, we discuss the primal application of PPA to (1.2) and elucidate how to choose a customized
proximal parameter to recover ADMM. Eckstein and Bertsekas’s generalized ADMM in [5] is also derived
in primal context. Then, we establish a worst-case O(1/t) convergence rate for a slight extension of
Eckstein and Bertsekas’s generalized ADMM in Section 4. Finally, some concluding remarks are given in
Section 5.

2

Preliminaries

In this section, we review some preliminaries which are useful for further discussions. More speciﬁcally, we
recall a variational reformulation of (1.2), the relaxed PPA in [10] for solving the variational reformulation,
and the ADMM in [8, 9] for solving (1.2).
We ﬁrst show that the model (1.2) can be characterized by a variational reformulation. Let λ ∈ Rm
be the Lagrange multiplier associated with the linear constraint in (1.2). Then the ﬁrst-order optimality
condition of (1.2) is to ﬁnd w∗ = (x∗ , y ∗ , λ∗ ) ∈ Ω such that the following inequalities
⎧
∗
∗ T
T ∗
⎪
⎪
⎨θ1 (x) − θ1 (x ) + (x − x ) (−A λ )  0,
(2.1)
θ2 (y) − θ2 (y ∗ ) + (y − y ∗ )T (−B T λ∗ )  0, ∀(x, y, λ) ∈ Ω,
⎪
⎪
⎩(λ − λ∗ )T (Ax∗ + By ∗ − b)  0,
are satisﬁed. Moreover, for w = (x, y, λ) ∈ Ω, let u = (x, y) be the sub-vector of w and let
⎛
⎞
 
−AT λ
⎜
⎟
x
u=
, θ(u) = θ1 (x) + θ2 (y), F (w) = ⎜
−B T λ ⎟
⎝
⎠.
y
Ax + By − b

(2.2)

Then (2.1) can be rewritten as ﬁnding w∗ ∈ Ω such that
VI(Ω, θ, F )

θ(u) − θ(u∗ ) + (w − w∗ )T F (w∗ )  0,

∀w ∈ Ω.

(2.3)
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As we shall show, with the variational reformulation (2.1) or (2.3), it is easier to expose our PPA revisit
on ADMM. In fact, the variational reformulation (2.1) or (2.3) only serves as a theoretical tool in the
coming analysis. Furthermore, we denote by Ω∗ the set of such w∗ that satisﬁes (2.1). Then, under the
aforementioned nonempty assumption on the solution set of (1.2), Ω∗ is also nonempty.
Now we review the application of the relaxed PPA in [10] to (2.3). Let wk ∈ Ω and G ∈ R(n+m)×(n+m)
be a symmetric positive deﬁnite matrix, then the original PPA in [15, 18] generates the new iterate wk+1
via solving the regularized variational problem: ﬁnding wk+1 ∈ Ω, such that
θ(u) − θ(uk+1 ) + (w − wk+1 )T {F (wk+1 ) + G(wk+1 − wk )}  0,

∀w ∈ Ω.

(2.4)

The relaxed PPA in [10], however, combines the PPA step (2.4) with a relaxation step. More precisely,
letting the solution of (2.4) be denoted by w̃k , then the relaxed PPA in [10] yields the new iterate via
wk+1 = wk − γ(wk − w̃k ),

(2.5)

where γ ∈ (0, 2) is the relaxation factor. In particular, γ is called an under-relaxation when γ ∈ (0, 1) or
over-relaxation factor when γ ∈ (1, 2); and the relaxed PPA (2.5) reduces to the original PPA (2.4) when
γ = 1.
Finally, we recall ADMM proposed originally in [8, 9]. The iterative scheme of ADMM for solving
(1.2) is



⎧

β
⎪
k+1
k T
k
k
2
⎪
x
= arg min θ1 (x) − (λ ) (Ax + By − b) + Ax + By − b  x ∈ X ,
⎪
⎪
⎪
2
⎨




β
(2.6)
k+1
k T
k+1
k+1
2
y
= arg min θ2 (y) − (λ ) (Ax
+ By − b) + Ax
+ By − b  y ∈ Y ,
⎪
⎪
2
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩ λk+1 = λk − β(Axk+1 + By k+1 − b).
The ADMM scheme (2.6) is a splitting version of the ALM where the ALM subproblem is decomposed
into two subproblems in Gauss-Seidel fashion at each iteration, and thus the variables x and y can
be solved separably. Since the functions θ1 (x) and θ2 (y) often have speciﬁc properties for a particular
application of (1.2), the decomposition treatment of ADMM makes it possible to exploit these particular
properties separately. In fact, the decomposed subproblems in (2.6) are often simple enough to have
closed-form solutions or can be easily solved up to high precisions.

3

A primal application of PPA to (1.2)

In this section, we elucidate how to derive the ADMM by applying PPA directly to the primal problem
(1.2) with a customized proximal parameter.
First, notice that the PPA subproblem (2.4) is only of conceptual or theoretical interest, as it could
be as diﬃcult as the original variational problem (2.3) from the algorithmic implementation point of
view. But, the speciﬁc choice of the proximal regularization matrix G enjoys favorable freedom and it
enables us to choose its entries judiciously by considering the speciﬁc structure of (2.1). Here, we would
emphasize that we do not require the positive deﬁniteness of G. Instead, positive semi-deﬁniteness of G
is enough for our algorithmic design. With only a positive semi-deﬁnite regularization matrix, it sounds
not rigorous to still call (2.4) PPA. But, by this slight abuse of name, we only try to make our notation
easier.
Then, revisiting the iterative scheme (2.6), it is easy to observe that the variable x plays only an
intermediate role and it is not involved in the execution of ADMM, e.g., see the elaboration in [3].
Therefore, the input for executing the iteration of (2.6) is only the sequence {(y k , λk )}. These facts
inspire us to generate xk+1 exactly as ADMM and then focus only on the proximal regularization on the
variables (y, λ) in (2.4), i.e., the ﬁrst n1 rows of G are all zero. More concretely, xk+1 is generated via
solving




β
xk+1 = arg min θ1 (x) − (λk )T (Ax + By k − b) + Ax + By k − b2  x ∈ X .
2
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Accordingly, the above formula means that
θ1 (x) − θ1 (xk+1 ) + (x − xk+1 )T {−AT [λk − β(Axk+1 + By k − b)]}  0,

∀x ∈ X .

(3.1)

Moreover, recall the x-related portion in the variational reformulation (2.1). After the step (3.1), if we
update the Lagrange multiplier via
λk+1 = λk − β(Axk+1 + By k − b),

(3.2)

then (3.1) can be written as
θ1 (x) − θ1 (xk+1 ) + (x − xk+1 )T (−AT λk+1 )  0,

∀x ∈ X ,

which implies that the x-related portion in the ﬁrst-order optimality condition (2.1) is satisﬁed. This
suggests us to update the Lagrange multiplier via (3.2) right after the computation of xk+1 by (3.1). By
casting the scheme (3.2) into the form (2.4), it is then clear how to choose the λ-corresponding part of
the regularization matrix G. In fact, (3.2) can be rewritten as


1 k+1
k+1 T
k+1
k+1
k+1
k
k
) (Ax
+ By
− b) − B(y
− y ) + (λ
− λ )  0, ∀λ ∈ Rm .
(λ − λ
β
Therefore, the scheme (3.2) essentially implies that the last m rows of the regularization matrix G in
(2.4) is taken as (0, −B, β1 Im ), where Im denotes the m × m identity matrix.
Now, the rest is to specify the middle n2 rows for the regularization matrix G in (2.4), i.e., the
regularization on the variable y. In fact, with the speciﬁed regularization on x and λ, it is natural to
specify the middle n2 rows of G as (0, βB T B, −B T ) for the sake of ensuring the positive semi-deﬁniteness
of G. Then, with this choice, it follows from (2.4) that y k+1 should be generated by the following problem
θ2 (y) − θ2 (y k+1 ) + (y − y k+1 )T (−B T λk+1 + βB T B(y k+1 − y k ) − B T (λk+1 − λk ))  0,

∀y ∈ Y.

That is, y k+1 is generated via solving the following problem,




β
k+1
k+1 T
k+1
k+1
2
= arg min θ2 (y) − (λ
) (Ax
+ By − b) + Ax
+ By − b  y ∈ Y .
y
2
In summary, in (2.4) we propose to choose a customized proximal regularization matrix as
⎛
⎞
0
0
0
⎜
⎟
T
T⎟
G=⎜
⎝0 βB B −B ⎠
1
0
−B
β Im
and the resulting customized PPA for (1.2) has the following algorithmic framework:



⎧

β
⎪
k+1
k T
k
k
2
⎪
Ax
+
By
=
arg
min
θ
(x)
−
(λ
)
(Ax
+
By
−
b)
+
−
b
x
x
∈
X
,
1
⎪

⎪
2
⎪
⎨
λk+1 = λk − β(Axk+1 + By k − b),
⎪



⎪
⎪

⎪
β
⎪
k+1
k+1
T
k+1
k+1
2

⎩ y
= arg min θ2 (y) − (λ
) (Ax
+ By − b) + Ax
+ By − b  y ∈ Y .
2

(3.3)

(3.4)

(3.5)

Comparing with the ADMM scheme (2.6), the primal application of PPA (3.5) yields the new iterate
in the order of x → λ → y. Thus, (3.5) is identical with (2.6) in cyclical sense.
As mentioned, the variable x is not involved in the execution of (2.6) or (3.5). The following notations
regarding the variables y and λ will simplify the notation of our analysis:
v = (y, λ); V = Y × Rm ;
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∀k ∈ N .

Since (3.5) is just an application of PPA, we can combine it with the relaxation step (2.5) and yield
a relaxed ADMM scheme. The resulting algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 1 below. Note that this
algorithm is slightly more general than the generalized ADMM proposed in [5] where only the special
case B = −I was discussed. More speciﬁcally, instead of (xk+1 , y k+1 , λk+1 ) in (3.5), the output of (3.5)
is labeled as (x̃k , ỹ k , λ̃k ) below. Since the intermediate variable x is not required by the iteration, the
relaxation step (2.5) is only implemented for the variables y and λ. That is why we only relax v k , instead
of wk , in the relaxation step (3.7).
Algorithm 1 (Generalized ADMM for (1.2)).
Let β > 0 and γ ∈ (0, 2). With the given iterate wk ,
k+1
is generated as follows.
the new iterate w
Step 1. Primal PPA step. Obtain w̃k = (x̃k , ỹ k , λ̃k ) via



⎧

β
⎪
k
k
T
k
k
2

⎪
x̃ = arg min θ1 (x) − (λ ) (Ax + By − b) + Ax + By − b  x ∈ X ,
⎪
⎪
2
⎪
⎨
k
k
k
k
(3.6)
λ̃ = λ − β(Ax̃ + By − b),
⎪



⎪
⎪

⎪ k
β
⎪
⎩ ỹ = arg min θ2 (y) − (λ̃k )T (Ax̃k + By − b) + Ax̃k + By − b2  y ∈ Y ;
2
Step 2. Relaxation step.
v k+1 = v k − γ(v k − ṽ k ).

(3.7)

Remark 3.1. As conjectured in [1,5], aggressive values of the relaxation factor γ are preferred empirically. We shall provide a reason to explain it in Theorem 4.3.

4

Convergence rate

The global convergence of Algorithm 1 can be established easily by following the standard analytic
framework of contraction methods in [2]; we thus omit it. In this section, inspired by [11], we establish
a worst-case O(1/t) convergence rate in ergodic sense for Algorithm 1. That is, after t iterations of
Algorithm 1, we can ﬁnd an approximate solution of (1.2) with an accuracy of O(1/t). The O(1/t)
convergence rate of the original PPA without relaxation has been shown in the literature; but our result
is for the application of a relaxed PPA to (1.2).
First, we deﬁne


βB T B −B T
M=
,
(4.1)
1
−B
β Im
which is a submatrix of G deﬁned in (3.4) for its non-zero entries. Note M is only positive semi-deﬁnite
without further assumption on the matrix B. For notational convenience, by a slight abuse, throughout
we still use the notation

v k − ṽ k M := (v k − ṽ k )T M (v k − ṽ k ).
Then, we recall a variational characterization to the solution set of (1.2). Since the proof can be found
in [6, 11], we omit the proof.
Theorem 4.1.

The solution set Ω∗ of VI(Ω, θ, F ) (2.3) is convex and it can be characterized as

Ω∗ =
{w∗ ∈ Ω | θ(u) − θ(u∗ ) + (w − w∗ )T F (w)  0}.
(4.2)
w∈Ω

Theorem 4.1 thus implies that in order to show a worst-case O(1/t) convergence rate of Algorithm 1,
we need to prove that after t iterations, we can ﬁnd w̄ ∈ Ω such that
θ(ū) − θ(u) + (w̄ − w)T F (w)  ,

∀w ∈ Ω,

with  = O(1/t). For this purpose, we prove a key inequality in the following lemma.

(4.3)
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Lemma 4.2.
Let the sequences {v k }, {ṽ k } and {w̃k } be generated by Algorithm 1 and the matrix M
be defined in (4.1). Then, we have
θ(u) − θ(ũk ) + (w − w̃k )T F (w̃k )


1
γ
(v − v k+1 2M − v − v k 2M ) + 1 −

v k − ṽ k 2M ,
2γ
2

∀w ∈ Ω.

Proof.
First, using the notation M in (4.1) and taking the ﬁrst-order optimality conditions of the
subproblems in (3.6), we get
θ(u) − θ(ũk ) + (w − w̃k )T F (w̃k )  (v − ṽ k )T M (v k − ṽ k ),

∀w ∈ Ω.

Since the relaxation step (3.7) can be rewritten as (v k − v k+1 ) = γ(v k − ṽ k ), we have
(v − ṽ k )T M (v k − ṽ k ) =

1
(v − ṽ k )T M (v k − v k+1 ).
γ

Thus, it suﬃces to show that
k T

k

(v − ṽ ) M (v − v

k+1



1
γ
k+1 2
k 2
) = (v − v
M − v − v M ) + γ 1 −
v k − ṽ k 2M .
2
2

(4.4)

By setting a = v, b = ṽ k , c = v k and d = v k+1 in the identity
(a − b)T M (c − d) =

1
1
(a − d2M − a − c2M ) + (c − b2M − d − b2M ),
2
2

we derive that
(v − ṽ k )T M (v k − v k+1 ) =

1
1
(v − v k+1 2M − v − v k 2M ) + (v k − ṽ k 2M − v k+1 − ṽ k 2M ).
2
2

On the other hand, we have
v k − ṽ k 2M − v k+1 − ṽ k 2M = v k − ṽ k 2M − (v k − ṽ k ) − (v k − v k+1 )2M
= v k − ṽ k 2M − (v k − ṽ k ) − γ(v k − ṽ k )2M
= γ(2 − γ)v k − ṽ k 2M .
Combining the last two equations, we obtain (4.4). Hence, the lemma is proved.
Now, we are ready to prove a worst-case O(1/t) convergence rate in ergodic sense for Algorithm 1.
Theorem 4.3.

Let the sequences {w̃k } be generated by Algorithm 1. For an integer t > 0, let
t

w̄t :=

1  k
w̃ .
t+1

(4.5)

k=0

Then w̄t ∈ Ω and
θ(ūt ) − θ(u) + (w̄t − w)T F (w) 

1
v − v 0 2M ,
2γ(t + 1)

∀w ∈ Ω.

Proof. First, for an integer t > 0, we have w̃k = (x̃k , ỹ k , λ̃k ) ∈ Ω for k = 0, 1, . . . , t. Since
t
1
k
can be viewed as a convex combination of w̃k ’s, we obtain w̄t = t+1
k=0 w̃ ∈ Ω.
Second, since γ ∈ (0, 2), it follows from Lemma 4.2 that
θ(u) − θ(ũk ) + (w − w̃k )T F (w̃k ) 

1
(v − v k+1 2M − v − v k 2M ),
2γ

∀w ∈ Ω.

(4.6)
1
t+1

t

k=0

w̃k
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By combining the monotonicity of F (·) with the last inequality, we obtain
θ(u) − θ(ũk ) + (w − w̃k )T F (w) +

1
(v − v k 2M − v − v k+1 2M )  0,
2γ

∀w ∈ Ω.

Summing the above inequality over k = 0, 1, . . . , t, we derive that
 
T

t
t


1
(v − v 0 2M − v − v t+1 2M )  0,
θ(ũk ) + (t + 1)w −
w̃k F (w) +
(t + 1)θ(u) −
2γ
k=0

∀w ∈ Ω.

k=0

By dropping the minus term, we have

 
T
t
t


1
k
k
(t + 1)θ(u) −
v − v 0 2M  0,
θ(ũ ) + (t + 1)w −
w̃
F (w) +
2γ
k=0

∀w ∈ Ω,

k=0

which is equivalent to


 
T
t
t
1 
1  k
1
k
v − v 0 2M ,
θ(ũ ) − θ(u) +
w̃ − w F (w) 
t+1
t+1
2γ(t + 1)
k=0

∀w ∈ Ω.

(4.7)

k=0

Since θ is convex and ūt :=

1
t+1

t

k=0

ũk , we have
t

θ(ūt ) 

1 
θ(ũk ).
t+1
k=0

Substituting it in (4.7) and using (4.5), we get (4.6) and the proof is completed.
According to Theorem 4.3, for any given compact set D ⊂ Ω, let d := sup{v − v 0 2M | w ∈ D}. Then,
after t iterations of Algorithm 1, the point w̄t deﬁned in (4.5) satisﬁes
sup {θ(ūt ) − θ(u) + (w̄t − w)T F (w)} 

w∈D

d
,
2γ(t + 1)

which means that w̄t is an approximate solution of (2.1) with the accuracy O(1/t). That is, a worst-case
O(1/t) convergence rate in ergodic sense is established for Algorithm 1.
Last, we would remark on the choice of the relaxation factor γ. According to (4.6), it is obvious
that larger values of γ is more beneﬁcial for accelerating the convergence of the proposed Algorithm 1.
Considering the requirement γ ∈ (0, 2), it is preferred to choose γ → 2 empirically. Thus, we provide an
intuitive understanding on the conjecture in [1] of choosing an over-relaxation factor in (1, 2) empirically.

5

Conclusions

This paper takes a fresh look at the alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM) for solving
a convex minimization model with a separable objective function and linear constraints. It is shown
that ADMM is a primal application of the proximal point algorithm (PPA) with a customized proximal
parameter in metric form. We thus reach the conclusion that PPA can be equally eﬀective for separable
convex programming when it is applied to either the primal or the dual problem of the model under
consideration. A worst-case O(1/t) convergence rate in ergodic sense is established for a slight extension
of the generalized ADMM proposed by Eckstein and Bertsekas. The PPA revisit provides a novel and
simple way to understand ADMM. For future work, it is interesting to investigate the worst-case O(1/t)
convergence rate in non-ergodic sense for the generalized ADMM.
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